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Introducing the Executive Office of Technology Services and 
Security (EOTSS)  

 

 

   

 

On August 1
st
, 2017, and with the Legislature’s approval, Governor Baker elevated the former 

MassIT (previously part of the Executive Office for Administration and Finance) to cabinet 

status as the Executive Office of Technology Services and Security. Full details on this 

transformative transition can be found in the original announcement. MassGIS anticipates 

this transition will provide opportunities for more expanded GIS use in all the Executive offices. 

 

 

FOSS4G Was a Huge Success  

 

 

   

The Free and Open Source Software for Geospatial (FOSS4G) annual global 
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conference took place in Boston last week, August 14-19.  Holly St. Clair, Chief 

Digital Officer within the Executive Office of Technology and Security Services 

gave a keynote speech titled “Integrating Data in Digital Services for State 

Government.” Her presentation described a data driven approach for delivering 

State online services. 

 

 

Chief Digital Officer for Massachusetts, Holly St. Clair, addresses Foss4G 

attendees. 

(click image for more photos) 

 

Several MassGIS representatives helped organize and staff this highly 

informational and hospitality-packed International event. Nearly 1,200 people 

learned about open source technologies such as PostGIS, QGIS, GeoServer, 

OpenLayers, Leaflet, and more at sessions held at Harvard, District Hall, and the 

main venue, the World Trade Center. 

  

Information about the conference can be found at http://2017.foss4g.org/.  Videos 

of presentations will be available in the coming weeks. 
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NextGen911 Being Deployed  

 

 

   

 

Thus far, 254 of the state’s 911 emergency call centers have converted to the Next Generation 

911 system. As frequent readers know, the new system is “map-centric,” relying on mapping 

for routing of 911 calls to the appropriate dispatch center. It also provides a detailed map 

display for the dispatchers. The beneficial spinoffs for GIS users are the L3 Assessor 

Parcels and the Address Points data. 

 

 

These Massachusetts Cities and Towns have deployed NextGen911 

(click image for interactive map) 

 

 

Level 3 Parcel Enhancements Completed  

 

 

   

MassGIS’ multi-year project to standardize assessor parcel mapping was a 

significant financial investment by the Commonwealth. Those broadly familiar with 

parcel mapping agree that this project upgraded the overall quality and consistency 

of the mapping and, in many communities, the companion assessor tax records. 

Forty-five communities that lacked a parcel map in GIS format received one 
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through this project. 

  

However, the original standardization of assessor parcel mapping had two 

shortcomings. It lacked the content some communities were used to seeing and it 

could not be used with existing GIS-based map production capabilities. Many 

communities with requirements for the additional content provided funding to build 

on the Commonwealth’s investment and bring that additional content into the 

standardized product. Unfortunately, some communities lacked the financial 

resources to do this and because of operational needs or individual preferences, 

missing content is preventing them from adopting and maintaining the mapping 

standard. 

 

 

Fiscal year of most current MassGIS parcel data.  

(click image for larger PDF) 

Having communities maintain standardized parcel mapping has compelling value. 

For this reason, MassGIS launched an initiative to enhance the standardized 

http://www.mass.gov/anf/docs/itd/services/massgis/l3-parcels-fy.pdf


 

mapping. Through this program, communities voluntarily identified their needed 

enhancement and in return committed to maintaining standardized parcel mapping 

and providing regular updates (typically annual) to MassGIS. To date, 224 

communities have participated. Having available up-to-date standardized parcel 

data for all communities remains the goal. Standardized parcel mapping benefits 

municipalities while also being of great value to state organizations, regional 

planning agencies, and a myriad of private companies. 

 

 

Database Updates  

 

 

   

 MassGIS has updated the Town and City Halls data layer. All locations 

were reviewed and many were updated based on data points in our master 

address database.An ADDRESS_POINT_ID field has been added to the 

point attribute table. 

  

 Also updated by MassGIS are FY17 and FY18 Level 3 Assessor 

Parcel data for dozens of towns. Many of these are first time updates to the 

original work done several years ago. Data can be downloaded or viewed in 

the Massachusetts Interactive Property Map.  

  

 The latest update of the 5-Digit ZIP Code boundaries has been published. 

MassGIS receives updates of these data as part of its license for the HERE 

core map release (streets and related data). These ZIP Code boundaries 

are aligned to the street centerlines of the Q1 2017 product and use the 

October 2016 USPS source file. 

  

 Using a 470 record list from the Massachusetts Board of Library 

Commissioners (MBLC), MassGIS created a new Libraries datalayer. By 

cross referencing library addresses with the MassGIS Master Address 
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Database , library point locations were developed.  

  

 The Department of Environmental Protection has updated the following 

datalayers and are up-to-date through June 26, 2017: 

o Public Water Supplies 

o Wellhead Protection Areas (Zone II, Zone I, IWPA) 

o Tier Classified Chapter 21E Sites 

o MassDEP Oil and/or Hazardous Material Sites with Activity and 

Use Limitations (AUL)                                                          

 GIS staff at the Executive Office of Energy and Environmental 

Affairs continued to improve the Protected and Recreational OpenSpace 

layers by adding many new acquisitions in-fee as well as restrictions for 

FY2017. Spatial and attribute changes increased accuracy for many 

hundreds of polygons statewide. New shapefile and personal geodatabase 

data have been placed on our ftp site, representing data updated as of June 

2, 2017. 

  

 The 14th Edition of the Massachusetts Natural Heritage Atlas has been 

published with updates to the NHESP Priority Habitats of Rare 

Species and NHESP Estimated Habitats of Rare Wildlife, effective 

beginning August 1, 2017.  

  

 FEMA has updated the National Flood Hazard Layer (NFHL) layer data 

for Massachusetts.The update reflects data published by FEMA as of July 

14, 2017 (Latest Study Effective Date = 11/04/2016; Latest LOMR Effective 

Date = 07/14/2017). 
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Announcements  

 

 

   

 

Staff Addition 

MassGIS is pleased to welcome a new teammate, Peter Martell, formerly a field 

tech collecting address data in the northeast and north central areas of the State. A 

native of Billerica, MA, he holds a degree in Geography from Westfield State 

University, and a graduate degree in Geo-Information Science from Salem State 

University. His fascination with geography is evident by his favorite outdoor 

activities, which include hiking, kayaking, and snowboarding. Welcome Peter! 

  
  

 

Massachusetts Bureau of Geographic Information – MassGIS 

Executive Office of  Technology Services and Security - EOTSS 

One Ashburton Place – Floor 8  

Boston, MA 02108 

Phone: (617) 619-5611 

Fax: (617) 889-7833 

Share your exciting project with the GIS community  

 

 

  

 

  

 

  

 

   

 

 

 

MassGIS – The Commonwealth’s Bureau of Geographic 

Information is located within the Massachusetts 

Executive Office of Technology Services and Security, 

and is charged with the collection, enhancement, 

storage, and dissemination of the Commonwealth’s 

geographic data and information. 
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Neil MacGaffey, MassGIS Director 

Mark Nunnelly, EOTSS Secretary 

Karyn Polito, Lt. Governor 
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